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Abstract

The project – KnowledgeVsClimateChange

In the climate change scenario, can active transfer of
knowledge to and skills empowerment of peripheral
communities trigger a locally rooted transition toward
an agile periphery? The ongoing project
KnowledgeVsClimateChange (KvsCC) [1] is
contributing by transferring knowledge and by building
competences through an urban laboratory in the
southern suburb of Reggio Calabria (Italy). The
laboratory is set in line with the “knowledge city” tactic
by Pensando Meridiano Association (PM)[2]. The aim
is to enhance local actions of climate change
adaptation; therefore, global issues are locally framed
through a multi-sectoral urban approach. Accordingly,
the adopted strategy focuses mainly on: Urban
Sustainability, Up-cycle, Circular Economy, Citizen
Transition and KETs. Actions are envisaged in
congruence with the SDGs: 4, 9, 11, 12, 13. The
“learning by making” method is calibrated with respect
to different typologies of targets: it includes
training/information seminars on topics, but also direct
actions for capacity building. Although this method has
been proven in the specific context shown above, it
still needs to be investigated if an operative transition
model can be extrapolated and recontextualized in
other urban contexts. For this investigation, this paper
evaluates the first social impacts of the methodology
by monitoring the acquisition of knowledge and skills
by makers. Based on the results of this paper, it can
be concluded that this methodology can contribute in
structuring urban agenda programs for the built
environment transition, towards the model/prototype of
“agile and resilient city”.

Trajectories

The call is part of the There isn’t a PLANet B project! Win-win strategies and small actions for big impacts on
climate change, funded by the European Commission under the DEAR (Development Education and Raising
Awareness) program and aimed at non-profit organizations in Lombardy and in the provinces of Novara and Verbano
Cusio Ossola and the regions of Southern Italy, which intend to promote climate change related challenges among
citizens and stimulate continuous reflection on the importance of carrying out inclusive shared actions, capable of initiating
individual practices and/or stimulating truly sustainable policies.

Elaboration: J Seminara for PM

Impact assessment criteria for an
exportation of the operative model
Physical Community
Duration: 12 months

The general target of the project is the construction and strengthening of knowledge regarding urban sustainability,
recycling, circular economy and possible actions for adaptation to climate change for the communities located in the
southern suburbs in Reggio Calabria, in line with the tactics of "City of knowledge" of the association Pensando
Meridiano, training young people under 35 as makers who guide the involvement and transformation actions with
communities and citizens.

Phases, topics and actions

Cultural scenario

Phase #1 – Knowledge
Transfer (1st-4th month)

Phase #2 - Sustainable Innovation
Capacity Building (4th-10th month)

Activities

Topics

completed

Sustainable Design,
recycle, social innovation,
Climate Change
Adaptation, Key Enabling
Technologies, Circular
Economy, Agenda 2030
•
•
•
•
•

Brand Identity
Social campaigning
Call4Makers
Workshop 4Makers
Seminar #zero + linking

Phase #3 – Making Actions
(7th-12th month – prolonged until December 2020 (Covid-19 )

completed

ongoing

Implementation of capacity building for
the development of projects within the
SID course and Graduation Class
«Antifragile Territories: Agile buildings
in circular and resilient cities»

Open mapping, visioning, Additive
manufacturing for environmental
sustainability against climate
change in the southern suburbs in
Reggio Calabria.

• Implementation of the communication
campaign

• Participation to Sustainable
Development Festival (ASviS)
• Urban walk for direct confrontation
with citizens on future scenarios
through open mapping, visioning,
additiva manufacturing and
interviews
• Sharing Community and
presentations of evaluation results

• N. 4 Open Seminars with international
professors and experts
• Openschool Innovation Capacity
Building
• Sustainable Advanced Design
Workshop

KnowledgeVsClimateChange in Agenda2030 [6] and Impacts
__________________________Impact on real community

5 Seminars lasting more than 18 hours
93 young U35 involved from

Ph. J Seminara

2 Univ. Departments, 4 associations
1 seminar #Zero with 22 participants
5 open seminar with 450 participants

1 Open school on innovation Capacity Building (40 h.)
1 Urban Walk

Elaboration: G Mangano

Nevertheless, “from urban criticalities, [...]
contemporary suburbs evolve [...] into significant
components of transformations in the context of the
metamorphosis of cities” [4]. This is considered to be
also the case of the southern suburb of Reggio
Calabria (RC). As a result, in a transition context like
in RC, the efficacy of technologies for the architecture
does not lay just in their efficiency, but in
strengthening people capacities. Thereby, it is
essential to know how to build knowledge and skills
for them on urban climate change related issues, to
allow a radical change in the way of living and
thinking cities. The urban laboratory through the
"learning by making" method is here discussed as an
appropriate way to investigate climatic implications
and technologies for resilience with young makers
and the peripheral community. With reference to the
crisis full of values [5], the scientific community
recognizes an unexpressed potential in peripheries,
capable of initiating virtuous processes that can be
later recontextualized in other urban realities.

From 14
different
neighborhoods

From 14 to
more than 60
years old

________________________Impact on virtual community
Use this QRcode to see
all the webinars recordings

Use this QRcode to see
all the questions from the Urban Walk

Proposing subject, coordinator of the
project activities and the u35 makers in
line with the "City of knowledge" tactics
for the southern suburbs.

RC community +
near urban realities
Number of people reached
Number of project followers
Views and interactions on media and posts
Stronger weight to interactions on t-project visions
on the periphery

Conclusions
- Even small differences in expected/actual
participants are meaningful for a community that
hardly deals with climatic and urban issues;
- this condition, strengthens the perception that
further good results can still be achieved,
especially in the physical workshop on the
peripheral area. In fact, as claimed by Walker and
Salt [8] "if local communities knew more about the
ecological drivers of the regions in which they live,
[...] they would have the power to take their own
decisions about what type of development is
appropriate for their area, and if they could be
given the responsibility of learning to adapt
[...], then it is likely that they would be better
prepared to deal with the disturbances”;
- This statement, together with the possibility of
transferring the presented practice to similar
areas, is the ambition of the project underway on
the southern suburb of Reggio Calabria.
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training courses on the themes
of the city, architecture, enabling
technologies, resilience and
climate change.

Coordinator of activities for
the networking of public and
private subjects to promote
social and technological
innovation.
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involving

More than
50 citizens

Level of participation
Differences in expected and actual participants
New people within collaborative network
Level of knowledge on local issues
Level of new digital manufacturing skills
Virtual Community

% of REALIZED PHASES on total

The entanglement between living conditions,
processes for management/production in the built
environment and climate change is currently widely
discussed; adaptation and mitigation techniques are
the main areas of research for to the most effective
approaches. Although, in many cases the condition of
urban periphery, i.e. marginality [3], represents a
disturbance in the efficacy of such techniques. In fact,
much more attention is usually given to the urban
centers, leaving to peripheral communities lower
levels of spaces and quality of life, because of the
weak government of territory. As a result, as people
learn from what is experienced from urban life,
peripheral communities generally recognize even less
the emergency of tackling global issues.

Startup

13 makers u35, students,
istitutional figures,
neighbourhood associations,
peripheral community
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